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vAbstract
The hippocampus is a brain structure critical for the formation of long-term episodic mem-
ories. The current predominant theory is that memories are gradually established across
neocortical networks under the influence of hippocampal activity. This process of memory
consolidation is conjectured to occur during sleep, which is characterized by two different
modes of activation: slow-wave sleep (SWS) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. The
functional roles of these two different sleep states remain unknown. Paradoxically, REM
sleep exhibits the main features of awake activity, and is the stage of sleep when most
dreams occur. Despite decades of study, the organization and function of REM sleep activ-
ity remains poorly understood. The goal of this thesis is to achieve a deeper quantitative
understanding of the patterns of firing in area CA1 of the hippocampus during REM sleep
using chronic multi-tetrode recordings from freely behaving and naturally sleeping rats. Our
analysis shows that CA1 neurons significantly elevate their firing rate for periods that are
short in relation to the duration of the REM sleep episode. Furthermore, for the majority
of neurons, there is exactly one such burst per REM episode. This leads to lower overall
firing rates and sparser population activity in CA1 compared to SWS. The time of onset
of these bursts defines a natural order of firing across the population of recorded neurons
within each REM episode. We demonstrate that this order does not repeat across REM
episodes. Our results suggest that CA1 neurons are activated in random sequences across
REM episodes, resulting in sparse patterns with only a small fraction of neurons active at
any given time.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Many lines of evidence have shown that the hippocampus is critical for the formation of
long-term episodic memories [51, 11]. The currently predominant theory is that episodic
memories are gradually established in distributed neocortical networks under the influence
of hippocampal activity. This process is conjectured to occur in two stages: encoding of
memories in hippocampal circuits during awake behavior, and consolidation of memories in
neocortical circuits during sleep [31, 8, 16].
Consistent with this hypothesis, the hippocampus exhibits two drastically different
modes of activation during wakefulness and sleep. In particular, locomotion and attentive
wakefulness are characterized by the presence of theta oscillations in the electrocorticogram
and local field potential (LFP). The theta rhythm in the 4 Hz to 10 Hz range strongly modu-
lates spiking across the hippocampal network [9]. By contrast, during quiet wakefulness and
slow-wave sleep (SWS), theta oscillations disappear, and local field potentials exhibit large
irregular activity (LIA) interspersed with synchronous population bursts (see Figure 1.2).
During sleep, SWS regularly alternates with rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, which ex-
hibits the main electrophysiological signatures of wakefulness: theta oscillations, and firing
of hippocampal neurons that is modulated by the phase of the theta rhythm.
Since its discovery in 1953 [2], REM sleep has remained the most enigmatic state of the
brain. Consistent with its awake-like activity patterns, REM represents the state of sleep
when the majority of dreams occur. The functional role of REM sleep remains unknown,
as previous studies have resulted in conflicting and controversial evidence [47, 42]. All
mammals exhibit REM sleep, and this brain state dominates early development, arguing
for its critical importance in brain development and function. After REM sleep deprivation,
an increase of REM sleep occurs (REM rebound), further highlighting the importance of this
2state, as the brain actively tries to compensate for lost REM sleep. Surprisingly, monoamine
oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), which have been widely used as antidepressants, appear to
suppress REM sleep, arguing against a vital role for this brain state [54]. Furthermore,
some REM sleep deprivation studies found evidence for memory impairment, while others
have not [47, 27]. REM sleep deprivation studies have been hard to interpret, as they are
confounded by non-specific effects, such as stress and fatigue [22].
A complementary approach is to examine the structure of brain activity in REM sleep of
naturally sleeping animals [30, 7]. The goal of this thesis is to achieve a deeper quantitative
understanding of the patterns of firing in area CA1 of the hippocampus during REM sleep
using chronic multi-tetrode recordings from freely behaving and naturally sleeping rats.
In the rest of the introduction, we describe in more detail the anatomy, physiology, and
previous work relating to this question to set the context for describing our results on the
structure of CA1 activity in REM sleep and its implications for our understanding of this
stage of sleep.
1.1 Anatomy and major pathways
What follows is an extremely abbreviated description of the hippocampal network. For fur-
ther details on this vast subject, we refer to work by Andersen et al. [1]. The hippocampus
can be thought of as a layer of archicortex rolled into a cylinder and then bent into a C
shape, which can most readily be appreciated in coronal sections of the rodent brain. The
two tips of the C shape are referred to as the septal pole (rostrodorsal) and the temporal
pole (caudoventral). Given these two reference points, which define the long axis of the
hippocampus, the main body of the hippocampus curves outward laterally. When cut or-
thogonally to the long axis, thus revealing the transverse axis of the hippocampus, three
cytoarchitectonically different regions can be distinguished: CA1, CA2 and CA3. Figure 1.1
also shows the dentate gyrus and the subiculum, two structures that share the three-layer
architecture of archicortex and are part of the hippocampal region but not the hippocam-
pus proper. Furthermore, the entorhinal cortex is delineated as part of the hippocampal
formation despite its six-layer isocortical architecture due to its highly developed connec-
tivity with all areas of the hippocampal region. Areas CA1, CA2 and CA3 can be readily
identified by the very dense packing of pyramidal cell bodies (cf. Figure 1.1). Of course,
3other cell types, including a variety of interneurons, are also present in the cornu ammonis
subregions.
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Figure 1.1: Left panel: Shape of the rodent hippocampus in an anterolateral view. Cut
plane of a horizontal section is indicated. Right panel: Horizontal histological section illus-
trating the dense cell layer of the cornu ammonis. A circuit diagram of major hippocampal
areas is superimposed. DG: dentate gyrus, EC: entorhinal cortex, S: subiculum, PrS: Pre-
subiculum, PaS: Parasubiculum
Most sensory information enters the hippocampal formation via entorhinal cortex. Su-
perficial layers II and III of entorhinal cortex project to dentate gyrus, CA1 and the subicu-
lum via the perforant pathway, named aptly because its fibers have to travel through subic-
ular cell layers to reach their target. Granule cells in the dentate synapse on pyramidal cells
in CA3 via the mossy fibres. Area CA3 is characterized by a rich recurrent network archi-
tecture that is hypothesized to form the substrate for an associative memory network [4, 36].
Axons of CA3 pyramidal cells form the Schaffer Collaterals, which synapse on CA1 principal
cells.
Area CA1 and subiculum are considered the two major output structures of the hip-
pocampal network. CA1 projects directly to cortical areas but also contributes massively
to input into the subiculum. The subiculum sends most of its output to deep layers V
and VI of entorhinal cortex with additional projections to perirhinal cortex, retrosplenial
cortex and medial prefrontal cortex and subcortical targets (mammillary nucleus, nucleus
accumbens and the thalamus). For this thesis, we are going to focus on recordings from
area CA1. It is the most well-studied area of the hippocampal formation, and of particular
interest due to its rich output projections. Area CA1, located at the interface between the
4hippocampus and cortical networks, is a logical target to study memory consolidation, a
process that is believed to involve the flow of information from the hippocampus to cortical
areas. In addition, dorsal CA1 is easily approachable for multi-tetrode drives, and the dense
cell layer creates an environment amenable to stable high-yield recordings.
1.2 Neural activity patterns in the hippocampus
1.2.1 Neural activity during awake behavior
Extracellular recordings from the hippocampus, in particular area CA1, exhibit several
very distinct features. The local field potential (LFP) — low-frequency components of the
signal below 200 Hz that are associated with the summed synaptic potentials of the neural
population in the proximity of the recording electrode — are heavily dominated by the theta
rhythm. This oscillation in the frequency range from 4 to 10 Hz is a defining signature of the
hippocampal LFP during exploratory behavior [20, 53]. Hippocampal neurons are known to
be modulated by the theta rhythm, and often fire preferentially at certain theta phases [10].
Since theta oscillations can also be observed in cortical and subcortical structures [25, 14],
they have been ascribed a role in the synchronization of information flow within and outside
of the hippocampus [13]. One particular instantiation of this concept is the chunking of
spatial information into individual theta cycles [21].
In the early 1970s, John O’Keefe discovered that many principal cells in area CA1 emit
spikes only when the animal’s location is within a particular region of its environment [37].
Outside of this region, the cells are almost completely silent. This close tie between loca-
tion and firing rate led to the term place cell for pyramidal cells that exclusively fire in a
particular place field.
A large population of place cells with place fields that evenly span an environment
constitute a neural representation of space. This notion of the hippocampus as a substrate
for self-location was first proposed by John O’Keefe and Lynn Nadel [38].
It is estimated that in any environment, about 20% of pyramidal cells in CA1 participate
in the spatial representation. Different environments are represented by different place
cell subsets. One remarkable feature is the relative stability of this spatial map. When
reintroducing an animal into the same environment repeatedly, there is significant overlap
between the populations that are active during each exposure [55]. Furthermore, place
5fields maintain stable positions and — to some extent — peak firing rates across multiple
exposures.
A close tie exists between the theta rhythm and place cell activity during place field
traversals. As mentioned above, most hippocampal neurons have a preference to emit spikes
in a certain theta phase range. The preferred phase of firing in place cells changes as the
animal progresses through the field and shifts to earlier and earlier theta phase values.
This phenomenon of phase precession was initially reported by John O’Keefe and Michael
Recce [39]. The transition through the range of phase values follows a stereotypical pattern.
As the animal enters the place field, spikes are emitted late in the theta cycle, i.e. close to
the peak at phase values between 32pi and 2pi. The preferred phase then shifts towards the
trough at pi and reaches values around 0 by the time the animal exits from the place field.
While the role of phase precession has not yet been understood, several appealing hy-
potheses illustrate functional benefits of phase precession both in the context of spatial
and memory-related roles of the hippocampus. An animal traversing a path will cause a
population of place cells along this path to activate sequentially. The order of this sequence
is determined by the spatial relationship of place fields along the path. The temporal char-
acteristics of this sequence are determined by running speed and place field size. Given the
typical running speed of rodents, the activity of place cells with overlapping place fields
may easily be separated by hundreds of milliseconds or seconds.
Intriguingly, phase precession provides a mechanism to map the sequence of cell acti-
vation from relatively slow behavioral timescales onto a compressed representation in each
individual theta cycle. This is due to the fact that the relative spiking order of place cells
with overlapping place fields will be maintained even though both cells change their pre-
ferred theta phase from cycle to cycle. If place field A precedes field B on the path, then
more progress has already been made through field A than through field B. Consequently,
cell A’s theta phase preference has precessed further than that of cell B, causing it to emit
spikes earlier than cell B on each individual theta cycle. Such a temporally compressed
representation of space provides more information about the animal’s position and path to
a downstream target of place cell populations [48]. It has been shown that incorporating
phase information into a Bayesian decoder reduces the reconstruction error of the animal’s
position [24]. Whether phase information can be used by a downstream area depends on
whether the LFP theta component, or a signal that is highly coherent with it, is accessible by
6the target. Medial prefrontal cortex and the ventral striatum are known to exhibit a theta
rhythm that is highly coherent with hippocampal theta, at least temporarily, and depen-
dent on task demands [3, 5]. However, there is no conclusive evidence that the information
encoded by theta phase is actually used in any way.
Furthermore, in the compressed representation of space, cells with overlapping place
fields repeatedly emit spikes in a fixed relative order. If the place cells under consideration
have place fields of similar size and approximately equal phase precession slopes, the phase
offset translates to a constant temporal delay on the order of no more than several tens of
milliseconds between spikes from different neurons. If the cross-correlogram for a pair of
cells with overlapping place fields is calculated, a local maximum that is shifted relative to
zero lag, as well as asymmetry around zero lag, can be observed. Spike-timing-dependent
plasticity is effective at this timescale [6] and can — after repeated traversals — strengthen
the neural trace associated with the path taken by the animal, providing a substrate for the
rapid formation of spatial memories or episodic memories tied to spatial cues.
Finally, phase precession is hypothesized to facilitate decision-making by providing a
look-ahead mechanism for downstream targets. On a single theta cycle, spikes represent
the most recent past (very early in the cycle), the animal’s current position, and the animal’s
future position (very late in the cycle). A downstream neuron that receives input from a
subset of neurons that participate in a theta cycle thus gains access to the animal’s putative
future location and its neural representation.
1.2.2 Neural activity during sleep
According to current thinking, new memories are formed and temporarily stored in the
hippocampus, which is well-suited for this purpose due to its highly plastic synapses. Yet,
it is known that the hippocampus is not the locus of long-term storage for memories. Lesion
studies, such as in the famous patient H.M., have demonstrated that extensive mediotempo-
ral lobe damage can cause anterograde amnesia, the inability to form new memories [46, 33].
In H.M., existing memories were affected proportionally to their recency [49]. Very old mem-
ories were unaffected by the lesioning event, whereas more recent memories were affected
more severely (temporally graded retrograde amnesia). These observations provide support
for the idea that, over time, memories are transferred from the hippocampal formation to
other brain structures for long-term storage through the process of memory consolidation.
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Figure 1.2: Hippocampal activity patterns in different behavioral states. Each panel
contains several LFP traces in the top, and raster plots with one tick mark per spike below.
LFPs in REM and awake are dominated by strong theta oscillations. Spiking is sparse,
but place field traversals are visible as brief bursts. Firing in REM is similarly sparse with
bursts that are less concentrated. LFPs in quiet wakefulness and SWS don’t show strong
theta modulation, but exhibit sharp wave-ripple complexes (highlighted). Spiking is highly
synchronous and driven by ripples.
Cortical areas are believed to be the locus of long-term memory storage.
Neural activity observed during sleep differs from patterns seen in the awake animal.
In rodents, two major modes of sleep are distinguished: slow-wave sleep and rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep. This deviates from the classification of sleep in humans, where
three or four separate stages of non-REM sleep are commonly delineated in addition to
REM sleep [43].
Neural activity during REM sleep is very similar to the awake state. The local field
potential is dominated by strong theta oscillations; firing is sparse with little synchronous
activity. The hallmarks of slow-wave sleep are slow high-amplitude oscillations that can
be recorded from an EEG or the local field potential. Sharp-wave ripples, an aperiodic
large-amplitude deflection that is followed by a high-frequency oscillation in the 100 Hz to
830 sec
SWS REM SWS
Un
its
Time
Un
its
Time0 2 hrs
           
Figure 1.3: Activity in CA1 is strongly modulated by behavioral state. The left panels
shows the differences on a short time scale. SWS raster plots exhibit vertical stripes due to
ripple-associated population bursts. Spiking in REM is very sparse. Concentrated bursts
of activity can be observed. The right panel illustrates the alternation between SWS and
REM epochs over the course of two hours. Pyramidal units are shown at the top of raster
plots, interneurons with very high firing rates at the bottom.
250 Hz range, drive synchronous bursts of activity in CA1 (see Figure 1.3).
Ripples occur during slow-wave sleep and quiet wakefulness, and are tightly coupled
to the experience-dependent replay of awake activity. Entire spike trains recorded during
awake behavior are replayed in a temporally compressed manner [28, 29, 35] during ripples.
The reactivation occurs at a much faster speed than during the awake experience (by a
factor of 10 to 20).
1.3 Electrophysiological recordings in the hippocampus
Different paradigms are applied to extracellular recordings in order to gather different kinds
of information. Acute recordings allow for the sampling of several cells in quick succession,
but severely limit the effective duration of data acquisition from an individual neuron. They
are most commonly performed under anesthesia and head-fixation, a factor that restricts the
usefulness in the study of natural behaviors. Chronic recordings, on the other hand, where
the recording electrodes are permanently implanted in the brain, facilitate the monitoring
of neural activity for weeks and months during natural awake behavior and sleep of the
animal.
Given the supposed role of the hippocampus for memory formation, it is of paramount
9importance to acquire data from neural populations and observe changes in their activity
in response to new stimuli, physical environments and tasks. To achieve this goal, tech-
niques to reliable identify and isolate individual neurons from extracellular recordings are
of paramount importance. A vast trove of work has addressed the issues of spike detection,
spike sorting and introduced measures to assess the quality of the output from these pro-
cessing steps. Comparatively fewer studies describe methods to link identified single units
across gaps in the recordings.
Figure 1.4: Left panel: Tetrode drive for chronic implantation. Electronic interface at the
top, tetrodes visible as thin wires, posts with adjustable shuttles below. Plastic tip with
guide tubes at the bottom. A single tetrode is protruding from a guide tube. Center panel:
CAD model of a custom-designed tip. Right panel: SEM image of a tetrode. The four
exposed and electroplated tips are visible at the bottom of the image.
Modern preparations for chronic data acquisition from tetrodes in rodents are based on
drive bodies that house between sixteen and forty recording electrodes. Each electrode is
attached to a shuttle assembly that can be raised and lowered via a ball screw in small
increments — 80 µm per screw turn is a common thread pitch for this application. Guide
tubes at the bottom of the drive body steer each electrode to its target coordinates in
the brain. The stiffness of correctly manufactured tetrodes is sufficient to travel along a
straight path after exiting from the guide tube. The drives we use for long-term recordings
and custom-made tips to target specific areas are shown in Figure 1.4.
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Chapter 2
Results
2.1 Neural activity of single CA1 units in REM sleep
Population activity in pyramidal CA1 neurons during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
differs significantly from that in slow-wave sleep (SWS) and awake periods (cf. Figure 1.3).
Whereas slow-wave sleep is marked by ripple-associated population bursts, we rarely ob-
served synchronized activity in multiple neurons during REM. Most units fired very sparsely
and exhibited a single, relatively short mode in which the firing rate was significantly el-
evated. Outside of this mode, the cell was often silent, or spikes trickled at a very low
rate.
2.1.1 Firing rates
Firing rates of principal cells in CA1 during REM sleep were low (median 0.096 Hz, in-
terquartile range 0.129 Hz) and, for most cells, lower than in SWS (median 0.207 Hz, in-
terquartile range 0.135 Hz). Firing rate distributions exhibited heavy right tails in both
SWS and REM sleep (Figure 2.1(a)). In 60.7 % of cells, the distribution of firing rates in
REM episodes was significantly different from the distribution in SWS episodes, and had a
lower median (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.05). In 4.6 % of cells, the distribution of firing
rates in REM episodes was significantly different from the distribution in SWS episodes, but
had a higher median (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.05). The extent of rate modulation
between SWS and REM varied heavily from cell to cell. The firing rate ratio f(SWS)f(REM) had a
median of 2.2 but reached 7.8 at the 90th percentile, while outliers up to 25 were observed
(Figure 2.1(b)), indicating strong attenuation in a subset of cells during REM sleep.
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Figure 2.1: Firing rates in REM sleep are very low, and significantly lower than in SWS.
2.1.2 Temporal activity profile
Qualitative observations Three features stood out in raster plots of REM sleep
spike trains: complete absence of spiking, “trickling” of spikes at a very low rate, and brief
bursts of elevated firing rates with durations of 5 s to 10 s. In the majority of REM episodes,
only a single occurrence of high firing rate bursts could be detected per unit. Figure 2.2
illustrates these features. Long periods of silence are evident in raster plots, and the firing
rate histograms are dominated by the 0 Hz-bin, particularly in Figure 2.2(c). Trickling is
most pronounced in 2.2(a) outside of the activity mode, and in 2.2(b). It is represented in
firing rate histograms in bins below 3 Hz to 5 Hz. A single mode of high activity is evident
in Figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(c) in the form of 15 s-intervals with firing rates of up to 15 Hz.
Activity modes can also be distinguished in firing rate histograms as additional density
modes in the range above 10 Hz.
Parametric model of temporal profile In order to gain a better understanding of firing
patterns observed in REM sleep, a terse, quantitative description of the major features was
derived from spike trains. The accurate representation of millisecond-scale dynamics was
neglected in favor of descriptors for the evolution of firing rates on longer intervals of several
seconds. Based on the qualitative features described above, a mixture model was chosen to
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Figure 2.2: Major features of spike trains in REM (periods of total silence, trickling of
spikes at a low rate, and brief bursts with high firing rates) are illustrated in three examples.
Left panels: raster plots with tick marks for each spike and smoothed firing rates (Gaussian
window, σ = 5 s). Right panels: Firing rate histograms of smoothed traces in the left panels.
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model the temporal firing rate profile.
The mixture model is supported on [tstart, tend], the interval of the REM episode under
consideration. The probability density function of spike emission on a unit interval is
modeled as the weighted sum of uniform distributions. The first component of the mixture
model always spans the entire REM episode but has, like all other components, adjustable
weight. The model is parameterized by the triplet (wk, tk,1, tk,2) for each component k: its
weight wk and its support [tk,1, tk,2], a subinterval of the model support [tstart, tend]. Mixture
models were fitted using an iterative optimization routine that adds components until the
model distribution function and the distribution function of the counting process derived
from spike times pass the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a significance level of 0.05. A more
detailed description of the fitting process is given in Section 4.3.4.
Several examples of REM spike trains and their respective fitted mixture models are
shown in Figure 2.3. The probability density of the model aims to match the smoothed
firing rate function (Gaussian window, σ = 5 s). Trickling is captured by the uniform
background component that is present in all fitted models (see Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b)).
Modes with high firing rates introduce an additional component with high weight into the
model (Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(c)). Some REM episodes have more than one mode, as shown
in Figure 2.3(d), and require more than two components to accurately reflect spike train
dynamics.
Number and duration of mixture components Uniform mixture models were fit to
spike trains of pyramidal CA1 units observed over the course of 154 REM episodes (5h 54m
total duration) in three animals. In each animal, single units were isolated and held for
several days. For each cell that was recorded from and that fulfilled isolation criteria defined
in Section 4.3.2, every REM episode of at least 60 s duration was counted as an observation.
A histogram of the number of mixture components K is shown in Figure 2.4. As 14 %
of REM spike trains do not contain any spikes, these instances were counted in a separate
bin as having zero components. Two-component models were fitted to 41.8 % of spike
trains, whereas a sufficient fit could be accomplished with a single component in 27.0 % of
cases. Only 17.2 % of mixture models required three or more components. The histogram
in Figure 2.4(a) includes spike trains with fewer than 5 spikes, i.e., an average firing rate
below 0.07 Hz. We also investigated how this distribution changes when only episodes with
14
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Figure 2.3: Uniform mixture models accurately capture spike train dynamics at coarse
timescales. Top panels: smoothed firing rates, normalized to their peak value, shaded in
gray. Spike emission probability densities of fitted uniform mixture models as black lines
(scaled to match firing rates). Center panels: spike rasters with tick marks for each spike.
Bottom panels: empirical cumulative densities of the spike train shaded in gray, cumulative
densities of the mixture models overlaid as black lines.
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Figure 2.4: Most spike trains are well-fit by mixture models with two components, in
particular when episodes with very few spikes are excluded. Counts are relative to 8079
(units× REM episodes)
a higher level of activity are analyzed. Model fits restricted to spike trains with at least 5
spikes emphasize that the majority of spike trains (58.0 %) are well-fit by a two-component
model, as illustrated in Figure 2.4(b). These numbers are consistent with our previous
observations identifying low-frequency background firing and a single high-frequency mode
of activity in most spike trains. Next, we are addressing the question whether the activity
mode is indeed dominant, i.e., whether it is a component of short duration and high weight
that significantly exceeds the weight of other mixture components.
Presence of a dominant component We call a mixture component dominant if it
has short duration relative to the REM episode but high weight. Using the normalized
component duration dk = tk,2−tk,1tend−tstart , we introduce the simple score
sk =
√
wk −
√
dk. (2.1)
Components with high weight but short duration receive a high simple score, wider com-
ponents a slightly lower score. If the model has a single background component, it receives
the score 0. The simple score, a quantity that characterizes individual mixture components,
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is used to derive a contrast score c for the entire model:
c = max
k
sk −max
j,j 6=k
sj (2.2)
In models with exactly two components, the distribution of the contrast score is heavily
shifted towards high contrast scores (median: 1.27, interquartile range: 0.59). If models
with two or more components are considered, a new mode emerges in the range c ≤ 0.3,
and indicates that activity modes have similar simple scores if there is more than one mode.
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Figure 2.5: Activity modes have high contrast scores compared to the background.
The duration of the dominant mode, i.e., the model component with the highest simple
score, is shown in Figure 2.6. Most dominant modes are indeed short relative to the episode
duration (median duration: 4.2 s, median relative duration: 3.9 % of the episode length).
In 78.6 % of models with at least two components, the dominant mode was concentrated
on 15 % or less of the model support.
In summary, we have established that most pyramidal cells emit spikes at a significantly
elevated rate for periods that are short in relation to the duration of the REM sleep episode.
Furthermore, in the majority of episodes, there is exactly one such burst. These observations
led us to hypothesize that the dominant activity mode may have functional significance at
the population level.
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Figure 2.6: The majority of dominant mixture model components are of less than 5 s
duration. The distribution of durations is approximately exponential. The dominant com-
ponent is the one with the highest simple score; only models with at least two components
are considered.
2.2 CA1 population activity in REM sleep
Activity in the hippocampus undergoes spatial modulation that can be observed at the level
of single cells. Only analysis at the population level, however, reveals how a representation
of an entire environment is created. The temporally patterned activity of a place cell pop-
ulation constitutes a trace of the animal’s path through that environment. Concise timing
relationships during ripple-associated replay events are believed to make these traces more
persistent through neural plasticity mechanisms [28]. The results in Section 2.1 demon-
strate that spiking during REM is extremely sparse and often concentrated into a single,
brief bout. The temporal relationships between these modes at the population level deter-
mine whether neural plasticity mechanisms can become active in REM sleep. To address
this question, we examined the firing order for features that are repeated in multiple REM
episodes.
2.2.1 Ordering REM episodes by their dominant mode
Uniform mixture models were fit to the same database of REM episodes used in Sec-
tion 2.1.2. For each spike train, the time at the center of the dominant mode — the
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mixture component that maximizes the simple score sk — was calculated. This time was
used to impart a sequential order on the spike trains belonging to a single REM episode.
Spike trains with zero spikes were excluded from this procedure. Models with a single uni-
form component were moved to the end of the ordering. Raster plots of several reordered
REM episodes, as well as false-color images generated from their mixture model probability
densities, are shown in Figure 2.7. It is evident that the progression of modes with high
spike density from cell to cell forms a diagonal band of dense spiking that spans the entire
REM episode. There is a strong contrast between the spiking band and surrounding areas,
where spiking is rare.
The temporal distribution of dominant modes over the REM episode appears roughly
uniform, but also exhibits periods of agglomeration. In 21.4 % of episodes, the uniformity
hypothesis had to be rejected (chi-square goodness of fit test, p < 0.05). Uniformity in a
pooled dataset, created by aggregating the normalized incidence times of all 4764 dominant
modes, also had to be rejected (chi-square goodness of fit test, p = 1.92× 10−6 and one-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p = 6.76× 10−6). Periods of stronger input drive or
release of inhibition may be responsible for the concentrated appearance of activity modes
in multiple cells. This point also relates to the underlying question of whether the observed
spike train properties result independently from the properties of individual cells, or whether
there is a mechanism at the population level that controls the appearance and timing of
activity modes.
2.2.2 Repeated patterns in the temporal ordering
We investigated whether the sequential order of dominant modes is ever repeated in mul-
tiple REM episodes. Evidence for such repetitions would be consistent with the replay of
previous experience and memory consolidation concepts. The sequential order defined by
the occurrence of dominant modes was extracted from one source REM episode, and then
applied to all other candidate episodes within the same dataset. An example outcome of this
procedure is demonstrated in Figure 2.8. The distinct diagonal structure vanishes when the
permutation of the source episode is applied to candidate episodes. The uniqueness of the
order is also shown in Figure 2.9 for eleven REM episodes. The only consistent structure
is visible along the diagonal, where spike trains are permuted by the order extracted from
the same episode. Off the diagonal, where the order derived from one episode is applied to
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Figure 2.7: The timing of dominant modes defines a natural order for REM episodes.
Spike trains for three representative episodes after applying the order are shown in the
left panels. Probability densities of mixture models normalized relative to the density of a
uniform distribution in the right panels. Models with a single component were moved to
the end of each sequence.
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order inferred from one REM episode (middle panel) is applied to the preceding (top panel)
and subsequent (bottom panel) episodes, the diagonal structure vanishes almost entirely.
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Figure 2.9: The structure of dominant modes is unique to each episode. Applying the
order inferred from one episode to any other episode does not recover the diagonal structure.
Shown is an 11 × 11 matrix where the submatrix at location (i, j) contains the smoothed
firing rates of episode j permuted by the order of dominant modes in episode i.
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Figure 2.10: Two pairs of REM episodes where the dominant-mode-induced orders are
significantly rank-correlated (τ = −0.43 for the left pair, τ = 0.45 for the right pair). Top
panels: Scatter plot of spike train ranks. Bottom panels: Mixture model densities when
applying the native and non-native order.
a different episode, no streaks of sequential activation can be observed.
While the order was not found to be highly conserved in different episodes, this observa-
tion does not exclude weaker effects, e.g., the partial ordering of a small subpopulation that
persists for several REM episodes. We approached this point with two different methods.
First, we focused on the question whether significant rank correlations exist between pairs
of episodes. However, the null hypothesis of no correlation could only be rejected for 24 out
of 2023 pairs (1.2 % using Kendall’s tau rank correlations, p < 0.01). For significant pairs,
the rank correlation strength was in the range 0.32 ≤ |τ | ≤ 0.59. Two examples of episode
pairs with strong rank correlations are shown in Figure 2.10. We performed a second anal-
ysis to test whether the dominant modes of pairs of neurons appear in a particular order
with higher frequency than expected. To maximize the power of this test, we relied on
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our methods for linking units across multiple recordings (cf. Section 4.3.3) that allow us to
incorporate a large number of REM episodes. If the order of unit activation were random,
the relative occurrence of activity modes in two units would follow the distribution of a fair
coin toss when one observation is made per episode. Hence, a sign test was used to detect
pairs that heavily deviate from the expected outcome. A total of 5900 pairs of well-isolated
units were observed for varying numbers of REM episodes (25th percentile: 4, median: 7 and
75th percentile: 16 after excluding all observations without spikes or without a dominant
mode). The null hypothesis of a fair coin toss was rejected for 2.7 % of pairs (158 out of
5900) at p < 0.05. After accounting for the fact that the sign test has insufficient power
to reject the null hypothesis for fewer than six observations and excluding those pairs, the
null hypothesis was rejected for 4.5 % of neuron pairs (158 out of 3505).
The data presented provide little evidence to the hypothesis that structure in the order
of unit activity is preserved across multiple episodes of REM sleep. Our analysis has found
significant rank correlations between episodes to be rare, refuting the idea that unit order is
ever repeated at the population level or even partially conserved. Examination of the firing
order of pairs of neurons has also failed to uncover motifs that repeat at higher frequency
than expected under the assumption of random permutations. Without concordant pairs
of neurons, there is also no evidence for repeated patterns that involve larger populations
of neurons. Showing conclusively that the order is indeed random in every single episode is
unattainable given the vast space of permutations and the number of REM episodes that
can be monitored with current technology. Yet, we have found no evidence that particular
sequences of activity — consistent with the replay of awake experiences — are favored and
reactivated repeatedly in REM sleep.
2.2.3 Validation of dominant-mode-based order
In order to validate that the results presented here are not a spurious result of using the
dominant mode in fitted uniform mixture models as the sorting criterion, we considered
two alternative methods. All methods are aimed at using the incidence times of high firing
rate bursts to define a sequential order for spike trains. They differ in the specific method
used to map the spike train to a rank:
• Peak rate Spike trains were converted into firing rate traces by binning at 100 ms
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resolution and smoothing (Gaussian window, σ = 5 s). The rank of a spike train was
determined by the incidence time of the peak firing rate.
• Multidimensional scaling (MDS) Spike trains were binned at 1 s resolution, and
cross-correlations between all pairs of spike trains were calculated at lags up to
±(tend − tstart), corresponding to the duration of the REM episode. The lag values
at which the pairwise correlations reached their highest magnitude were assembled
into a distance matrix. All spike trains were mapped into a one-dimensional space
via multidimensional scaling of the distance matrix. Sorting the coordinate vector
yielded ranks for all spike trains.
Spike trains in 154 REM episodes were ordered according to three methods (mixture
model, peak rate and multidimensional scaling). Similarity of the permutations was quan-
tified using Kendall’s tau rank correlations, and is shown in Table 2.1. The calculated
rank correlations between the different sorting criteria were very high (mean between 0.83
and 0.87), and show that extracting the dominant mode from fitted mixture models results
in permutations that are very similar to ones derived directly from smoothed spike trains.
mixture model peak rate MDS
mixture model –
peak rate 0.86± 0.08 –
MDS 0.83± 0.11 0.87± 0.10 –
Table 2.1: Kendall’s tau rank correlations for three different sorting methods
2.2.4 Replay in REM sleep
The data that have been presented so far do not support a role for REM sleep in memory
consolidation via repeated reactivation of awake activity patterns. Bursts similar to those
seen during place field traversals are too infrequent, and the relative temporal order of these
bursts was shown to be indistinguishable from random permutations.
However, prior work by Louie and Wilson has argued in favor of coarse timescale replay
of multi-unit activity patterns recorded during awake behavior in REM sleep [30]. To
support this claim, multi-unit spike trains from REM sessions of more than 60 s duration
were converted into a template matrix and compared to spiking of the same units while the
animal was performing a spatial task in a circular environment.
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Methodology REM spike trains from n single units were binned at 1 s resolution and
smoothed with a Gaussian window (σ = 1.5 s) to create a template matrix of dimension
n× dREM, where dREM is the duration of the REM episode in seconds. Spike trains from
the same n cells recorded during awake behavior were binned and smoothed in an identical
manner to form a larger n × dRUN matrix. The template REM matrix was slid across the
RUN matrix in 1 s-increments, and at each step a correlation coefficient between the REM
template and the overlapping part of the RUN matrix was calculated. In order to quantify
the significance of the correlation coefficient at each shift, a set of 50 shuﬄed versions of the
REM template matrix was generated using four different shuﬄe methods (see Section 4.3.6).
The correlation coefficients between the RUN segment at a particular time point and all
shuﬄed versions of the REM template defined a distribution of expected correlation coef-
ficients for each of the four shuﬄe methods. The means and standard deviations of these
distributions allowed for the conversion of correlation coefficients to z-scores. Significance
was evaluated using the lowest of the four z-scores. The analysis was performed for a range
of temporal scaling factors (SF) from 0.3 to 3 to detect replay at faster or slower rates. Scal-
ing factors greater than 1 correspond to slowed down replay during REM, i.e., the REM
template matrix was matched to a RUN segment of duration dREMSF .
Figure 2.11: Map of z-scored correlation coefficients between a REM template and a
longer RUN session. The time axis indicates the time point in the RUN recording where
the REM template was matched. The scaling factor represents the amount of temporal
compression applied to the REM template before matching.
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Replication of results Following the methods described by Wilson and Louie, we per-
formed the same analysis on our recordings. There were differences with regard to the
behavioral paradigm as our animals performed an alternation task on a T-maze, or ran
laps on a linear track (see Section 4.2). To obtain better statistics for shuﬄed spike trains,
we evaluated the correlation coefficient for 10 000 instead of 50 replicates. Qualitatively,
our findings were consistent with the reported data. We visualized the matrix of z-scored
correlation coefficients for all possible shifts and scaling factors in Figure 2.11. In this repre-
sentation, we identified islands of high correlation coefficients — putative replay episodes —
by thresholding at a minimum z-score of 1. We observed a significant number of such events
and the temporal distribution and shape of these islands was similar to that reported by
Louie and Wilson. However, we were unable to reproduce the periodicity of putative replay
episodes that is synchronized to trials of the behavioral paradigm. This discrepancy is likely
due to the less periodic nature of place cell sequences in T-maze traversals compared to a
circular environment in which the animal performs clockwise laps.
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Figure 2.12: Correction for z-scores derived from shuﬄe distributions obtained by applying
four different methods (BIN, COLUMN, SHIFT, SWAP). The bottom right panel shows
the effect of correction on the minimum of the four scores, the quantity that is used to
identify significant matches.
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Figure 2.13: Multi-unit correlation scores can be heavily influenced by a small number of
matching bins. In this highly significant match (z-score 3.3), three groups of overlapping
bins (13 bins total, 0.4 % of bins) contribute more than 60 % of the correlation coefficient.
Left column: Matched run segment. Center column: REM template. Top row: Raster plots
with one tick per spike. Bottom row: Binned, smoothed and normalized spike counts used
for the calculation of the correlation coefficient. Right column: Relative contribution to the
correlation score. The three highest contributions are highlighted in red, green and blue.
Criticism The distributions used as the test statistic for the calculation of z-scores were
found to have significant positive skewness. We inspected the shuﬄe distributions for 1528
data points (tuples of shift and scaling factor) and 10 000 replicates per data point. All 1528
distributions had positive skewness for each of the four shuﬄe methods. Strong posi-
tive skewness of 0.3 or larger was present in almost all distributions (BIN: 99.5 %, COL-
UMN: 99.8 %, SHIFT: 100.0 %, SWAP: 85.1 %). The strong positive skewness in the shuﬄe
distributions causes the standard deviation to be underestimated and exaggerates z-scores.
With 10 000 shuﬄes at each data point, we applied the probability integral transform to
convert the skewed distribution to a normal distribution and reestimated z-scores. The
difference between corrected and uncorrected scores is shown in Figure 2.12.
Matches with high scores (z ≥ 2.33, the critical value for a one-tailed z-test at the 0.01
significance level) were found to be dominated by a very small number of bins. An example
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Figure 2.14: A small number of bins dominate the multi-unit correlation coefficient. The
cumulative relative contribution is plotted against the fraction of bins. Error bars indicate
±1 standard deviation. Statistics over 5196 matches that exceed a z-score of 2.33.
of a highly significant match (z = 3.3, p < 4.9× 10−4) is shown in Figure 2.13. The critical
observation is the absence of similar firing patterns in most of the cells for the entire three-
minute episode. Yet, thirteen bins in three groups that contain spikes in both the REM
template and the RUN segment are sufficient to bias the correlation score and mark the
match as a highly significant replay episode. The cumulative contributed correlation score
as a function of the number of bins was estimated from a set of over 5196 significant matches
(see Figure 2.14). On the average, the one percent of bins with the largest contributions
account for 45.9 % of the correlation coefficient.
Conclusion Despite differences in the behavioral paradigms used for awake recordings,
we succeeded in replicating the fundamental results reported by Louie and Wilson. There
are indeed periods where the multi-neuron correlation coefficient, as defined by the authors,
reaches values that are high enough to be considered significant when transformed into
a z-score. However, the reference distributions that were created by correlating shuﬄed
REM spike trains with RUN data are severely skewed, resulting in exaggerated z-scores. If
the comparison at each time point and temporal scaling factor were phrased in terms of a
hypothesis test, the number of matches that exceed the critical value should decrease after
compensating for the skewed distributions.
We are also concerned that the multi-unit correlation coefficient is easily biased by a
small number of bins with similar spike counts in RUN and REM. The spike patterns of
most cells in putative REM replay events that receive a significant correlation score bear
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little resemblance to the identified segment in the RUN session. Features that do match are
usually confined to short periods and few cells. While there is no reason to discount the
validity or significance of these matches, the qualitative features are not in agreement with
the concept of replay. A correlation measure that penalizes mismatches between RUN and
REM more severely may be better suited to the detection of replay events.
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Chapter 3
Discussion
Rapid eye movement sleep is often referred to as “paradoxical sleep” due to the inconsistency
of an outwardly deep sleep state (muscle atonia, reduced control of breathing and heart
rate [17, 50]) and neural activity that strongly resembles awake patterns [41]. The function
of REM is not well-understood to date, even though it has received a lot of attention since
the discovery that most dreams occur during REM. A large number of animal studies
point to a role of REM sleep for memory. In the two-stage model of memory formation,
information is temporarily stored in the highly plastic circuits of the hippocampus and
eventually transferred to cortical areas through the process of memory consolidation [52].
With external inputs shut down, sleep may be ideally suited to reconfigure circuits and
rebalance synaptic weights. Experimental evidence for this hypothesis largely stems from
two strategies: sleep deprivation experiments, and a comparison of neural activity in awake
behavior and sleep.
Studies characterizing the effects of REM sleep deprivation have brought forth conflicting
evidence [47, 27], and are hard to interpret due to the confounding effects of stress [22]. The
surprising observation that total suppression of REM sleep caused by certain psychophar-
maceuticals is not associated with persistent negative effects argues against an essential
physiological role for REM sleep [54].
A complementary approach is to examine the structure of brain activity in naturally
sleeping animals during episodes of REM. One study showed an experience-dependent re-
versal of the firing phase of hippocampal neurons with respect to the theta rhythm [40].
Since spikes occurring at different theta phases may change the direction of synaptic plas-
ticity [23], this finding suggests an experience-specific reshaping of CA1 synapses. How-
ever, subsequent studies failed to replicate this finding [34]. Another study demonstrated
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experience-specific replay of CA1 patterns during REM sleep [30]. As replay of spike pat-
terns first experienced during awake behavior is an essential component of the consolidation
process [31, 19], this finding would lend strong support to the involvement of REM in mem-
ory consolidation. However, the results of this study have not been replicated in full or
built upon in recent work.
In this study, we quantified basic properties of the spiking patterns recorded from pop-
ulations of pyramidal CA1 neurons over the course of many hours of REM sleep. Spiking
in REM was found to be very sparse and at lower mean rates compared to slow-wave sleep.
High firing rates are confined to brief bursts (≤ 5 s), of which only one is observed in the
majority of episodes. The timing of this burst imposes a natural sequential order on the
population of active cells. We found no evidence that this ordering is ever repeated for the
entire observed population or a subset of cells.
This finding is at odds with the reported replay of CA1 activity in REM sleep [30].
Following the methods reported by Louie and Wilson, we were able to replicate the basic
results and plots (cf. Section 2.2.4). However, we believe that the conclusions drawn from
this study should be reevaluated. A z-scored correlation coefficient was used to quantify the
significance of replay events. Severe skewness in the underlying distributions causes an in-
flation of reported z-scores. An inspection of the highest-scoring replay events revealed that
the correlation coefficient is heavily dominated by a small number of matching time bins.
In conclusion, the findings reported by Louie and Wilson are not necessarily inconsistent
with our data and interpretation thereof. The similarity of behavioral epochs and REM
episodes discovered by the correlative analysis method may not warrant the term “replay”
though.
We propose the following parsimonious explanation for CA1 activity patterns observed
in REM sleep: At a random point in time, pyramidal cells enter an ON state, emit a single
burst of activity, and remain silent for the remainder of the epoch. A population of such
cells gives rise to a random sequence of activity in each REM episode. The cellular and
network underpinnings of this mechanism are currently not understood.
The sequential activation of cells provides for a limited amount of temporal overlap,
and minimizes the number of spikes emitted in the window of plasticity (≤ 50 ms) for
pairs of neurons. Downstream targets of CA1, for example the subiculum and the deep
layers of entorhinal cortex, are unlikely to receive strong coincident inputs. Analysis of
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cross-correlations between pairs of cells in awake behavior and REM sleep could provide
additional evidence against a role for REM sleep in memory consolidation through replay.
In vivo whole-cell recordings, of pyramidal cells during natural sleep could open an
experimental avenue to a deeper understanding of the system. In patch-clamp recordings
it would be possible to distinguish the release of inhibition from excitatory currents as the
driving factor behind the mode of activity. In vivo whole-cell recordings are difficult to
perform, especially under conditions of natural sleep, but have been attained [44].
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Chapter 4
Materials and Methods
4.1 Surgery and electrophysiological recordings
Electrophysiological recordings were performed with tetrode drives that house 24 individu-
ally adjustable tetrodes. Male Long-Evans rats (Charles River laboratories, age range 3 to
5 months, weight range 300 g to 450 g at the time of surgery) were chosen for drive implan-
tation under stereotactical control. In two animals, all 24 tetrodes targeted the pyramidal
cell layer of dorsal CA1 in the right hippocampus. In one animal, 12 tetrodes targeted
area CA1 in the right and left hemispheres each, but only data recorded from the right
hemisphere was used for analysis.
After surgery, tetrodes were slowly lowered towards the target area over the course
of several days, relying on depth information from the microdrives and established elec-
trophysiological signatures for guidance. In order to optimize unit yield in the thin and
extraordinarily dense pyramidal cell layer of CA1, micro-adjustments in steps of 20µm to
40 µm were carefully executed, and followed by rest periods to allow for tissue relaxation.
Once unit yields of five to ten well-isolated pyramidal cells were achieved on most tetrodes,
further adjustments were minimized or even completely halted for several weeks. This strat-
egy was aimed at maximizing recording stability, i.e., the ability to track well-isolated units
across many recording days.
Voltage signals were fed into unity gain buffers on the headstage (Neuralynx HS-27) and
transported via flexible fine-wire tether cables to the recording hardware. In one recording
setup, the signals were passed through analog filters with a passband from 1 Hz to 6000 Hz,
amplified by a factor of 2000 and digitized by National Instruments PXI-4472 cards (24-bit
resolution, −10 V to 10 V input range) at a sampling rate of 25 kHz. In a second hardware
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configuration, signals from the unity gain buffer were digitized by National Instruments
PXI-4498 cards1 (24-bit resolution, −316.23 mV to 316.23 mV effective input range, AC-
coupled at 0.1 Hz) at 25 kHz sampling rate. In both cases, electrode signals were referenced
against a skull screw implanted above the contralateral cerebellum.
NIH guidelines for the use of laboratory animals were strictly followed. All procedures
were reviewed and approved by the Caltech Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
4.2 Behavioral experiments
Experiments were performed in three different rooms that are laid out in a similar man-
ner. The animal was housed in a sleep box, and kept there before and after behavioral
experiments, as well as during adjustment or other periods of sleep. The walls of the sleep
box were opaque, preventing the animal from seeing other parts of the room, including the
tracks or open fields used during experiments.
Animals were kept in a state of water-deprivation, and rewarded during the experiments
with small quantities of water. The total water consumption was carefully monitored and
logged to keep the animal motivated and guarantee a healthy level of fluid intake. Track
runs were performed on an elevated linear track with boxes at each end that house a port for
water delivery. In the “linear track” paradigm, the animal was rewarded for each complete
lap from the left end box to the right end box and vice versa. The second paradigm used
for track runs was an alternation task on a T-shaped elevated track. Reward ports were
located at the bottom of the stem, and at the end of the left and right arm respectively.
Only the traversal order [left arm → base → right arm] triggered a reward at the right
end box. Only the the traversal order [right arm → base → left arm] rewarded the animal
at the left end box. At the base of the stem, a large reward quantity could be earned for
the sequences [base → left arm → base] and [base → right arm → base]; a small reward
quantity was delivered for any other traversal sequence that eventually led the animal into
the stem end box. At any reward port, water was delivered only once after entering the
box. In order to potentially earn a second reward, the animal had to leave the box, enter a
different segment of the T-maze and return to the end box. Whether a reward was actually
delivered was governed by the schedule described above. Reward delivery and logging of
1PXI-4498 cards are based on an oversampling delta-sigma ADC architecture with digital anti-aliasing
filters that are automatically adjusted according to the selected sampling rate.
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the animal’s activity were performed by a custom state machine implemented in National
Instruments LabView that received input from laser-based interrupters integrated into the
tracks. Additional light-based interrupters were built into the water ports to detect licking
activity.
In order to monitor the animal position, three color LEDs were affixed to the headstage
in an L-shaped pattern. Digital overhead cameras (PointGrey Flea and Flea 2 models as
well as Basler scout models) with a resolution of 1024×768 acquired frames at a rate of 30 fps
and emitted one TTL pulse per frame to allow for the synchronization with the neural data
stream. National Instruments Vision software was used to correct for geometric distortion
of the varifocal wide-angle lenses and map from pixel space to physical coordinates. Given
the mounting distance, camera resolution and distortion correction, LEDs were tracked with
a best-case resolution of 2 mm to 3.5 mm.
4.3 Processing of neural data
Neural data was acquired with ADC hardware described in Section 4.1 using custom Na-
tional Instruments LabView software, and streamed to disk for later oﬄine analysis. Data
processing and analyses were performed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
4.3.1 Spike detection and sorting
Broadband voltage signals from tetrodes were upsampled by a factor of two to 50 kHz and
filtered with a linear-phase FIR bandpass from 600 Hz to 6000 Hz, the frequency band that
contains the most energy of typical action potential waveforms but excludes low-frequency
field oscillations and high-frequency noise. In order to emphasize the rapid deflection that
occurs at the beginning of action potentials, the discretized version of the nonlinear Teager-
Kaiser energy operator (NEO) [26] was applied to the voltage traces:
ψ (x(t)) = x2(t)− x(t− 1)x(t+ 1) (4.1)
The transformed signals were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel to reduce the incidence
rate of multiple detections of the same spike due to noise. After taking the sample-wise
maximum across the four channels, a threshold was applied, and all segments that exceeded
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the threshold were considered as putative spikes. Within each super-threshold segment, the
sample index of the maximum value was designated as the time of occurrence of the spike,
and used to align the waveform. The waveform was taken from the signal that had only gone
through upsampling and bandpass filtering but not the application of NEO and subsequent
steps. For each spike, samples that correspond to the time window [−0.48 ms, 1.00 ms]
relative to the spike time were used to represent the waveform. After downsampling the
signal back to the original rate of 25 kHz, each putative spike was stored in a matrix wc,t of
dimension 4× 38.
Spike sorting — the process of assigning spikes to their putative units of origin — is
usually performed in a feature space of lower dimensionality than the one defined by the
full waveform on all channels (152 with the extraction method described above). Principal
component analysis was used to project the 38-sample waveform on each channel into a
three-dimensional feature space. Feature vectors from all four channels were concatenated
to form the final 12-dimensional space in which spike sorting was performed.
In the hierarchy of common machine learning paradigms, sorting of extracellular spikes is
posed as an unsupervised clustering problem. We chose to model the probability density of
spikes in the feature space using a mixture model. In this approach, the density is modeled
as the weighted linear combination of K components that are distributed according to a
common and well-understood distribution, e.g., the normal distribution:
p(x) =
K∑
k=1
αkpk(x) with αk ∈ (0, 1] (4.2)
The assumption of Gaussianity is often not well-justified in neural data [18]. In part,
this is due to heavier tails observed in the empirical distribution of spikes emitted by a
single neuron. To address the insufficient fit of the normal distribution, we chose the
multivariate t-distribution to model component densities, as it has heavier tails than the
normal distribution for finite degrees of freedom. The density function pk(x) for a single
model component k in the mixture density 4.2 is then given by
pk(x) = Tµk,Ck,ν(x) (4.3)
where Tµk,Ck,ν(x) is the density function of the multivariate t-distribution, parameterized
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by its mean µk, the scale matrix Ck and the degrees of freedom ν.
When mixture models are applied to the problem of spike sorting, the intuition is that,
after the model has been fitted to the data, there is going to be a one-to-one correspondence
between well-isolated single units and mixture components. A certain number of compo-
nents of the model are expected to capture spikes from several units (multi-unit activity,
MUA); this is typically the case for low-amplitude units.
The model, as described, is stationary in time and cannot explicitly model waveform
amplitude variations that occur during long recordings. Calabrese and Paninski address this
problem by allowing mixture component means to vary gently over time [12]. The time series
of component means µk(t) is inferred using a Kalman filter approach. As rapid variations
of spike amplitudes are not expected in correctly performed recordings, a Gaussian prior is
used to penalize cluster drift. This measure also prevents the model from overfitting. With
these modifications in place, it is more appropriate to refer to the model as a mixture of
Kalman filters (MoK) than a mixture of t-distributions.
Closed-form equations for the maximum-likelihood parameters of mixture models given
a dataset are generally not available. Instead, the Expectation Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm [15] is used to iteratively optimize the parameters towards a local maximum of the
model likelihood. A comprehensive overview of finite mixture models and the use of the
EM algorithm is given by McLachlan and Peel [32]. The equations used for the E-step and
M-step were taken from Calabrese and Paninski [12], with modifications for computational
efficiency. In particular, allowing cluster means to shift for every single spike leads to ex-
cessive runtimes on long recordings with up to three million spikes. Instead, we chose to
keep component means constant across one-minute segments of the recording. The fitting
algorithm was implemented in MATLAB, and is based on an open source implementation2
by Alexander Ecker (Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tu¨bingen, Germany,
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX) and James Cotton (Baylor College of Medicine,
Houston, TX).
4.3.2 Evaluation of clustering quality
After fitting an MoK model to the data, with inspection and modification by the user as
necessary, spikes were assigned to clusters using soft and hard assignment rules based on
2https://github.com/aecker/moksm
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the posterior probability. The likelihood of a spike x at time t to have been generated by
component k of mixture model MK,µ,C,ν is given by
αkpk(x, t) = αTµk(t),Ck,ν(x) (4.4)
A probabilistic clustering can be derived by calculating the posterior probability τk(x) of
belonging to a certain component k:
τk(x, t) =
αkTµk(t),Ck,ν(x)∑K
j=1 αjTµj(t),Cj ,ν(x)
(4.5)
Assigning each spike to the component with the highest posterior probability defines a hard
assignment of spikes to clusters, i.e., putative single units in the context of spike sorting:
z(x, t) = arg max
k
τk(x, t) (4.6)
By comparing soft assignments with hard assignments, estimates of the false-positive and
false-negative rates of the clustering for a dataset X = {(x1, t1), . . . , (xn, tn)} can be derived.
First, we partition the dataset into k clusters based on the hard assignment, such that
cluster Ck contains all data points (x, t) where z(x, t) = k, and nk = |Ck| is the number of
spikes that have been assigned to cluster k. Then, we define
FPk =
1
nk
∑
j 6=k
∑
(x,t)∈Ck
τj(x, t) (4.7)
FNk =
1
nk
∑
j 6=k
∑
(x,t)∈Cj
τk(x, t) (4.8)
In practice, applying the criterion (FPk + FNk) ≤ 0.1 usually selects for well-isolated
units. Because FPk and FNk are continuous quantities, stricter selection criteria can be
applied for analyses that are particularly sensitive to isolation quality.
We also relied on other measures of contamination that have been adopted in the commu-
nity. We chose the “isolation distance” and “L-ratio,” introduced by Schmitzer-Torbert et
al. [45], and routinely calculated them for all spike-sorted units. Furthermore, clean clusters
exhibit a pronounced dip in the auto-correlogram at short lags up to 2 ms, as the refractory
period of neurons prohibits the observation of shorter interspike intervals (ISIs). Hence, we
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quantified k1.5 and k2.5, the fraction of interspike intervals below 1.5 ms and 2.5 ms for all
single units used for analysis purposes. Both ISI contamination measures had extremely
low values (95th percentile of k1.5 at 0.16 %, 95th percentile of k2.5 at 2.46 %).
4.3.3 Linking of spike-sorted units across recording gaps
After spike sorting via the MoK model and assessment of cluster contamination, well-
isolated single units were linked to their matches in preceding and subsequent recordings
whenever possible. For the purpose of this section, we are going to refer to a source dataset
and a target dataset under the assumption that the target dataset was recorded after the
source dataset.
PCA projection vectors vary from dataset to dataset, causing the source and target
mixture models to live in different feature spaces. In order to successfully compare the
clusterings defined by the two mixture models, the source model Msource has to be pro-
jected into the target feature space, and vice versa. First, an approximate rotation matrix
was established by projecting all source waveforms onto the target PCA basis vectors and
calculating the Moore Penrose pseudoinverse from the feature representation of the same
set of waveforms in both spaces. This rotation matrix was applied to the mean vectors and
covariance matrices of the source mixture model. Additional EM steps were performed to
correct for the approximate nature of the rotation matrix, and yielded the final projected
model M′source. To clarify, this model was fit to the set of source waveforms, but exists in
the same feature space as the target model. The analogous procedure was used to map the
target model into the source feature space and create M′target.
Finally, the projected models were used to generate spike assignments for the “foreign”
dataset, i.e., a M′source-derived clustering of the target dataset and a M′target-derived clus-
tering of the source dataset. Confusion matrices were populated by comparing the spike
assignments of M′source and Mtarget, as well as M′target and Msource. Putative matches
were established between the highest-scoring cluster pairs. The experimenter inspected the
matches in a feature-rich graphical user interface and performed comparisons of the feature
representation, waveform shapes and autocorrelograms.
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4.3.4 Analysis of REM spike trains
Mixture models with uniform components were fitted to spike trains on the time inter-
val [tstart, tend], which also represents the support of the K-component mixture model with
density
p(t) =
K∑
k=1
αkpk(t) with αk ∈ (0, 1], (4.9)
and pk(t) ∼ U(ak, bk) is the uniform distribution density on the interval [ak, bk], a subinterval
of [tstart, tend]. The first component is constrained to fully span the REM episode, i.e.,
a1 = tstart and b1 = tend.
Once models were fitted using an optimization procedure for each K from 1 to 10.
The chosen objective function was the difference between the empirical cumulative density
function (cdf) of the spike train (estimated via the Kaplan-Meier method) and the cdf
of the mixture model, sampled in steps of 100 ms on [tstart, tend]. For a given K, the
uniform mixture model is fully parameterized by αk for k = 1, . . . ,K and (ak, bk) for k =
2, . . . ,K. An initial, valid set of parameters was randomly chosen and optimized in the
least-squares sense using MATLAB’s lsqcurvefit function. To escape from local minima,
the optimization was randomly restarted ten times. The model with the fewest components
that passed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a significance level of 0.05 was chosen as the
final fit.
4.3.5 Semi-automatic sleep stage detection
Behavioral state was assessed semi-automatically using three features. A hippocampal
tetrode with high spectral power in the theta band (4 Hz to 10 Hz) and good theta modu-
lation during lap running was selected. Spectral power in the theta band (4 Hz to 10 Hz)
and delta band (1 Hz to 4 Hz) were extracted and temporally smoothed (Gaussian win-
dow, σ = 0.5 s for theta and σ = 1 s for delta). The energy in the EMG signal recorded
from neck muscles was highpass-filtered (cutoff frequency 100 Hz) and smoothed with a
Gaussian window (σ = 250 ms).
In a custom, MATLAB-based user interface, the experimenter used visualizations of the
three extracted features and tagged episodes as “SWS,” “REM” or “awake.” The output
of this supervised step was used to train a multinomial, logistic regression on theta power,
delta power and the logarithm of neck EMG power (processed as described above). The
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trained model was then applied to other datasets as a classifier. Its output was sampled at
approximately 4 Hz and smoothed to reduce noise-induced rapid osciallations between two
states. Segments shorter than 5 s were removed, and segments of the same type separated
by less than 10 s were merged. Holes that remained in the segmentation after this step were
filled using nearest-neighbor interpolation.
Due to the stringent quality criteria for the segmentation of REM sleep segments in this
thesis, the segmentation of all REM segments was manually verified, and splits or merges
applied where necessary.
4.3.6 Detection of replay episodes
For a detailed description of the methods, we refer to Louie and Wilson [30].
REM spike trains from single units were binned at 1 s resolution and smoothed with a
Gaussian window (σ = 1.5 s) to create a template matrix T of dimension N ×D, where D
is the duration of the REM episode in seconds and N the numer of cells. The entry Tnd
contains the spike count in the dth bin of cell n. The template correlation coefficient C was
used to quantify the similarity between the template T and a RUN matrix R:
C =
∑D
d=1
∑N
n=1
(
Tnd
RMS(Tn) − T
) (
Rnd
RMS(Rn) −R
)
N ·D · σT · σR (4.10)
with
T = 1
N ·D
D∑
d=1
N∑
n=1
Tnd
RMS(Tn) =
√√√√ 1
D
D∑
d=1
T 2nd
σT =
√√√√ 1
N ·D
D∑
d=1
N∑
n=1
(
Tnd
RMS(Tn)
− T
)2
and analgous definitions for the RUN matrix R.
The significance of the correlation coefficient was evaluated with respect to shuﬄed
versions of the REM template matrix. Four different shuﬄe methods were employed:
• BIN Each row of the matrix is shuﬄed by applying a random permutation. Indepen-
dent permutations are applied to each cell.
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• COLUMN Columns of the matrix are randomly permuted. Temporal alignment
across cells is maintained.
• SWAP Rows of the matrix are randomly exchanged. Cell identities are reassigned,
but the temporal structure of the spike trains remains untouched.
• SHIFT A circular shift is applied to each row of the matrix. The shift distance is
chosen randomly for each cell.
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